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Monday, November 26, 2012 5:27PM Sent: 

To: Joe Lonsdale  

Subject: Re: q 

Catholicism is a Christian faith, the Protestant religions (often referred to only as "Christian"), broke away from 
Catholicism because they thought all the images, symbols, and sacraments *distracted* people from finding 
Christ. To me, these elements embody the richness of our faith and are actually very important in helping us get 
closer to God, on all sorts of levels that other faiths limit by removing this type of thinking (or exposure to it). 
For example, I couldn't go to McClean Bible Church and see images of saints and their symbols to be inspiried 
to learn more. But these churches arw like 90% the same and many Prodetants I know have a very deep 
connection to God (I witnessed it when I went with a Protesant group to the Dominican Republic). Also, for 
them, "getting closer" to God isn't as much of a process/journey as it is a "moment of conversion." They claim 
souls are "saved" or "not saved" but I don't believe humans can actually judge this, only God. This can create 
some bizzare situations where people might be left thinking "whoa, ok I'm done." Also, this tends to lead people 
to emphasis the fellowship/friendship/community identity of their faith (which is awesome), but it lacks the 
degree/depth of a personal relationship with Christ that Catholicism lends itself towards (altho, I think Catholic 
churches can do a better job with community engagement which is something I'm working on with Esteem). 
Finally, there's a missing degree of "respect for the mystery" of the faith/sacraments. At first this seems fine 
("it's mysterious anyways .. And kind of super, quirky"), but actually this is a crucially important aspect of our 
faith. For example, ifl think I know everything about God ("there is no mystery"), I close myself off to being 
open to finding new ways to love with greater passion. (hah, Joe Lonsdale might argue I already have 
enough ..... lol). I might immediately see the image of the sacred heart of Jesus and just think it's nonsense I 
goofy I cool but unnecessary, but if I accepted the mystery of its origin/nature, I'll be more open to 
incorporating its message into my life when it becomes less mysterious (this is also a cool fact- there are 
always mysterious elements of the faith, but we can always come to understand them!! But we won't if we 
immediately acknowledge them as unnecessary and/or wrong in some way). 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 26, 2012, at 5:01PM, Joe Lonsdale  wrote: 

 

On Mon, Nov 26, 2012 at 4:29PM, Eliseclougherty  wrote: 
That's awesome! Some of my most respected Catholic friends think heaven is a state of present 
enlightenment I insight (on earth). The fact is, it's such a mystery, but not as mysterious as people 
might think. I believe being close to God is often an abstract thought which then manifests itself 
in action/works. People over-emphasize this "work I action " component too much- if it has no 
love or conviction to back it up it's meaningless. The robes, the paintings, the churches 
themselves are meaningless, but the abstract message they send (respect, humility, amazement in 
the beauty of the world/life) is powerful and can lead to conversion of hearts quickly (altho 
sometimes, this can also turn people off depending on their outside perspective .. a lot of people 
apparently). Regardless, it doesn't matter. If Thomas wrote that you can find God in a rock (haha 
something my grandma always told me), you just don't need a symphony/circus of 
actions/antics/etc to discover God. 

I don't know why his teachings were banned. I don't have a good understand for the socio
political or even economical landscape during that time. I like what he writes and personally 
think he's spot on. If you want to know my honest opinion, haha, I think the church didn't fully 
understand what he was trying to say. And I'm okay with that because it just doesn't matter what 
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other people say or do when it comes to your personal relationship with God. I always want to 
learn from peope and there are many times I actually dont know as much as others, but, I'm ok 
with people not being perfect, but I don't think they'd be human if they were. The heart of my 
faith and the heart of God is perfect, but, the vessel/actions by which humans try to communicate 
is *never* perfect (I admire their efforts and are humbled by many of them, but if the men out in 
Rome make mistakes, I really just see it as that. Haha, if women were in charge, there would 
never be mistakes. Jk!! !). I think Catholicism is the healthiest way to be a human and I've said 
many times before that I think it's genius. When I say Catholicism, I'm only envisioning my 
personal relationship with Christ (I'm not even imagining a church, or a priest, or even the 
Eucharist). The symbols of Christ's heart on fire or the peaceful disposition of the virgin Mary 
may be confusing and possibly even shocking when you first look at them (welllol maybe not 
the "peaceful disposition" of Mary), but they are so incredibly spot on and genius, they give me 
such a sense of awe that I'm convinced "God" must have created them! I'd like to explain more 
what I mean I what i see when i look at some of these symbols, but, I've been typing with my 
thumbs for a while now haha, and more and more has made sense to me only over time that I 
believe there is just so much more I have to learn. But it's awesome! And excting! And so filled 
with love! This is why I wanted to be a nun for so many years (and still don't think it's a bad bet). 
*You break up with me, you know where to find me* ... Lol! 

Ah, I just love it. And I love how applicable all the lessons are. I love how intertwined they are 
with real, human life. With sin, forgiveness, ignorance, conversion, conviction, love. Such 
universal truths! 

This is why I'm not only okay with, but I *love* going to church- it's a room filled with people, 
scripture, symbols and images all trying to communicate something so powerful, I've only just 
begun to understand them! It's like a microbiologist discovering DNA for the first time, running 
back to the lab each week, excited to learn more about how this beautiful molecule connects and 
interacts with the fabric of life. This is what church feels like to me, and to  (my guess at 
least, or else he probably wouldn't come back week after week). Attending mass is about 
respecting the limits ofyour personal intelligence/understanding of God, and it's one of the most 
humble actions, but humility is freeing and a host for better understanding God and love. Haha, 
remember in Rome when I had to walk around with my sweater tied around my legs and your 
over-sized jacket on my shoulders? Haha I knew God wouldn't let me enter such a holy place 
(not that other places aren't holy or that I even need to be in a "holy place") without asking me to 
be more humble. I realize this sounds a little quirky, but, I toootally thought that. I also prayed 
that I'd understand how to love better, the same day we shared such a beautiful moment together! 
If you know what I mean .. 

It's good you see your relationship with God as a direct, personal one, because it is. But don't be 
so confident in your own understanding of life/morality/God as to think that you alone have all 
the knowledge. There is so much to learn in the context of a religious community and mass. Then 
again, you could always just pray near the rocks by the chapel if they speak to you more than the 
mass does, haha, or at least until some of the metaphors begin to make sense (Saints btw, are all 
about metaphors-- when you see them in a stained glass window, they never have their "names" 
written in cursive, except for like Abraham or something, but I don't even know what he's called, 
a prophet I suppose, but instead they hold objects that are symbols. One reason why this is 
"genius/applicable to humans/appealing to intellectual thought": the evolution of our brains made 
it so the region that processes visual/abstract metaphors sits right ontop our limbic/emotional 
brain regions. An "evolutionary hack" some would say. Isn't that awesome though?? Catholicism 
speaks directly to our very nature. Whenever I learn something new about my faith, I look at it 
from all angles, an there's always been a "scientific" answers. Haha, I think God must crack up 
whenever we talk about this be .. he must think, "well, DUH, I created the laws of physics, why 
wouldn't I use them to share my love with you?" 
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You do this with your companies. You motivate people by pointing to things other than yourself, 
in fact you even try to remove/replace yourself from positions in companies, rather than stick 
around for personal glorification. Saints are pointers, nothing more than that. (hah, how does that 
sound, computer scientist? :P). But what's awesome about that, is that they *know* what to point 
to. Heck, they are humans, and sinners, like everyone, we don't "pray" to them for that reason, 
but we can study what they point to be THATS where the buried treasure I little pieces of 
God/the Holy Spirit lie. Ooo, I love it! I read their stories every day! 

This is a really cool concept actually. You see how it's applicable to everyday life (building 
companies, motivating people, etc?). It doesn't make sense to point to yourself, be, you have 
faults and if that's exposed, people won't be as motivated to work; but if you point to "fixing 
major industries," "increasing transparent," "solving hard problems," that's something they can all 
relate to and be motivated by. What's also kind of interesting (GENIUS), is that even with the 
story of Christ (we can talk about this more later), he, "God!" as we say (part of the trinity!) 
didn't even point to himself as God, haha!, even though Catholics everywhere refer to him as 
God (however that works out with the whole trinity thing haha), he pointed to his "father." Who 
*is* his father? Well, God yes, but what does that look like? Since I'm only human, and am only 
really capable ofunderstanding the emotions of love, forgiveness, hope, charity, etc. with 
metaphors, what can I use as a metaphor to better understand God. BAM! Hellooo Jesus, haha, 
the "human form of God." Joe, it's totally mysterious/hardly possible to understand, but, the idea 
of the trinity actually makes much more sense to our emotional brains that our linear "cognitive" 
minds. As part of the faith, they don't even expect it to ever "make sense"- it's a mystery! Again, 
I think this is genius, and it might be hard to conceptualize, but it's hard for everyone. Regardless, 
there's something there that's pretty powerful. Even just as a form of meditation alone, there are 
many ways the idea of the trinity can change I inspire people. Heck, maybe that's all it is 
anyways. We don't even know. To me, what Christ really embodies is the desire to learn more 
and to listen. He is humble and he suffered. He teaches us that if we are humble also, we can be 
open to and embrace inevitable suffering with the openness and readiness to listen to God. This is 
what Christ really embodies. And he distinguishes himself from God and the Holy Spirit, yet in a 
way, he metaphorically shows us how to give our lives to God and let the Holy Spirit work 
through us. He distinguishes himself from God, yet he IS God. In a way, that is what we are too, 
especially when we are humble and offer our acts and sufferings to God and are open to letting 
him allow the Holy Spirit to work through our lives. 

You my dear, are Catholic, without knowing it. Your actions are some of the most "catholic" I've 
ever seen in fact. Don't worry about letting someone else try to define that label for you. 
Catholicism is love and forgiveness; it's both abstract and tangible, spiritual and worldly. It's a 
way we can direct our lives to be more aligned with God. It's how we can open ourselves to 
allowing God to work through us. 

:*I love you! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 26, 2012, at 3:03PM, Joe Lonsdale  wrote: 

do you know much about the gospel of Thomas? 
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